
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A+TOUCHBOX 

INDUSTRIAL ON LINE SCANNING TERMINAL 

 

 

7’ Panel PC 
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A+TOUCHBOX is a major equipment  in the A+Software processes, it  has to ensure the following tasks : 

 The link between the factory and the A+technical and administ rat ive database 

 Record of labor activity 

 Provide raw material t raceability data 

 Provide product  traceability data 

 Communication with the production machine, downloading and on-line follow-up. 

The new A+TOUCHBOX grants to users a large range of benefits : 

1. FUNCTIONALITIES 

 The 7 inch touch screen offers a friendly &  intuit ive interface to the operator 

 Avoid the previous barcode keyboard which was required with previous model 

 Display a list of product ion tag assigned to this workstat ion, upon selected display the detail shape on the 

screen to help the production of the manual machine 

 Improve the efficiency to link the raw material with the product ion. Display the raw material act ive on the 

workstat ion and allowed the operator to know what material they are linking to match with the actual 

material 

 Display working time elapse for the workstat ion, the accumulate tonnage of the sessions 

 Compare to previous equipment , the new A+Touchbox can display to the user complete message for bet ter 

job monitoring 

 The operator can easily create short message to communicate with the product ion manager on incident , 

remaining posit ion to complete, … 

 If required and authorized by the management , new A+TOUCHBOX can access to any A+Software database 

table 

 Can connect  a local printer to print production tag on demand when producing the position 

 Compat ible with IT standard. Can be used with ODBC link or Remote desktop access 

 and more possibilit ies by creativeness and efficiency with the touch screen … 
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2. INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

 Reliable IP65 configurat ion 

 Compact unit with easy installation 

 Offers WIFI and wire connect ion to A+Database and several types of communicat ion ports with product ion 

machines and other devices 

 Full remote access for maintenance, configuration, diagnostic … Arboss technicians can intervene remotely 

on demand 

 Software upgrade done automatically when the server library is updated 

 M aster image done after configuration for quick start  configurat ion and also restore the image easily. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 Dustproof IP65 

 Processor Intel Atom N2800 

 Touch screen 7 inches 

 Ram 2 Go DDR3 

 Compact flash 32 Go 

 1 Ethernet port 

 2 Serial port 

 WIFI B/ G/ N, 2 antenna 

 OS Windows Embedded STD 7 (french, english, spanish) 

 


